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It is shown that any Boolean expression in d isjunctive normal form having k conjuncts, can 
have at most 2k prime implicants. However, there exist such expressions that have 2 k12 prime 
implicants. It is also shown that any Boolea n expression on n distinct proposi tional variable 
can have at most 0 (3"/J,.;) prime implicants, and that the re exist expressions wi th fl( 3"/n) 
prime implicants. 
1. Prime implicants related to the number of conjuncts 
Definition 1.1. A literal is a propositional symbol (variable) or a negated proposi-
tional symbol. A conjunct is a conjunction /\~= 1 Lj, k ~ 0, of literals Li where the 
empty conjunction stands for true. A boolean expression is in disjunctive normal 
form (d.n.f.) if it is a disjunction V ~= 1 Ai> r ~ 0, of conjuncts Ai, where the empty 
boolean expression stands for false. A conjunct A is an implicant of a boolean 
expression E if A~ E (where ~ stands for logical implication). Thus all 
conjuncts of a d.n.f. expression are its implicants. A conjunct A is a prime 
implicant of a boolean expression E (see, for example [2.5]) if A~ E , but for 
every conjunct A' each of whose literals is also a literal of A , A' :;9 E. ln other 
words, prime implicants are the minimal implicants of a boolean expression . 
Let PI (E) be the number of distinct prime implicants of a boolean expression E 
(two prime implicants are " distinct" if they do not have the same set of literals). 
The boolean minimization problem is that of finding short d.n.f. expressions 
equivalent to some given d.n.f. expression . Minimization can achieve arbitrarily 
large savings since arbitrarily large expressions can simplify to true. We define 
below the function f which is a measure of how much an expression can be 
simplified if the conjuncts of the given expression are all prime implicants. f is 
also a measure of how many prime implicants may be generated when using a 
minimization method such as the Quine-McCiuskey algorithm [ 4, 6]. 
Definition 1.2. For k ;;;::: 1 let f(k) be defined by: 
f(k) = Max {PI (E): E is in d.n.f. with k conjuncts}. (1) 
We show below that f(k) is finite. 
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Theorem 1.3. 
3lk/3j :!E; f(k ):!E;2k. (2) 
Comment : 3lk/JJ = 0 (2°·53k). Also the lower bound can be achieved with k + 
flog2 k l propositional symbols. 
Proof. Lower bound. The cases k = 1, 2 are trivial. For k :;,; 3, le t r = U kJ, and 
s = flog2 rl . The propositional symbols are a~> a2, ... , a., b ~> . .. , b, c 1, ••• , c, 
db . . . ' d,. 
Let A~> . . . , A, be conjuncts using only a, , ... , as such that 
A 1 AA1 = false for i -F- j 
and (3) 
r 
VA; = true. 
i = l 
This may be done as follows. For r = 1, let A 1 be simply the expression which is 
always true (the empty conjunction). Otherwise, for r ;::.: 2, Jet t = 
2'- r(O :!E; t :!E; r -2). For i :!E; r - t, let A;= Vi= 1 xii where x;1 is a1 if the jth bit in 
the s-hit binary representation of the integer i -1 is 1 (high-order bit first), and x;1 
is a1 otherwise. For r - t < i :!E; r, let A; = 1\j: l X;1 where x;1 is a1 if the jth bit in the 
s-hit binary representation of r - t - 1 + 2( i - (r - t)) = 2i- r + t -1 is 1, and x;1 is a1 
otherwise (comment: r - t is an even integer) . Thus for 1 :!E; t :!E; r - t, A; is true for 
exactly one assignment of truth-values to a 1, . .. , a •. For r - t + 1 :!E; i :!E; r, A; is true 
for exactly two assignments of truth-values to a,, ... , as. Since the assignments 
are all distinct (they match up with distinct integers) we see that A; 1\ A1 = false fo r 
i ~ j. The total number of truth-value assignments thus covered is r- t + 
2(r- (r - t + 1) + 1) = r + t = 2', so the disj unction of the A; is = true. 
Let the expression E be 
Then each of the 3' conjuncts of the form 
r 
1\ Y; where Y; is b;, c;. or d; 
i - 1 
(4) 
is a prime implicant of E. To verify this, Jet D = N _, Y; be a conjunct of the form 
(4) above. Then D~E, because in any truth assignment for which D is true, at 
least one of the A; 's must be true by (3); say AP is true, in which case AP 1\ y" is 
true, i.e ., E is true. On the other hand, if B(B~ A) is a conjunct such that D -=9 B 
(i.e., B contains a proper subset of the literals in A), then B-::;9 E, because we can 
choose a truth assignment in which B is true and E is false as fo llows. Say the 
literal xP in D is not in B, then assign true/false values to the ai 's such that A" is 
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true, but Aq is false for all q rf p (this can be do ne by (3)). Also let bP, cP, d, be 
false, and bq, Cq , dq be true for all q rf p. Then B is true, but E is false. 
Example. k = 9. Then r = 3, s = 2. The expression E is 
a ,a2 b1 V a, a2c1 V a , a2d1 V a,a2b2 V a,a2C2 V a, a2d2 V a,b3 V a 1C3 V a ,d~ . 
The prime implicants include b,b2b3, b,b2c3, b,b2d 3 , b, c2 b3 , ••• , d 1d2 d.1 . 
Upper bound. Let E = v~= I A; where each A; is a conjunct. Let PJ be the set of 
prime implicants of E. We define the function '!J 
'!} : PP~ 2{A, : ' ""i "" kf 
as follows. For P E PJ, :!F(P) is any subset {A;,, . . . , A;,} such that 
but 
I 
P:;> VA;, 
j = l 
P:;9 the disjunct of any proper subset of '!J( P). 
(Sa) 
(Sb) 
Clearly '!J(P) can be defined since P=> E, but P:;9 the disjunct of the empty set 
(i.e. false). We will show that · if P 1 , P2 are distinct elements of PJ then 
~(P1 ) rf ~(P2) . We will actually show that ~(P) determines P uniquely. 
We will first show that for any P E PJ, P = /\:,., = 1 x,m where the x"' 's are exactly 
those literals that occur in some element of '!J(P), but whose dual (the dual of a is 
ii, of a is a) does not occur in any element of '!J(P). For example, if '!J( P) = 
{iib, be, cd}, we are asserting that P must be iid. 
First, note that P cannot contain a literal whose dual is in some element of A,, 
of ~(P) since then P would imply the disjunct of ~(P)-{A;j, contradicting (Sb). 
Second, P cannot contain a literal which fails to occur in any one of the elements 
of ~(P), for if, say x1 did not appear in any of the A;,, then it is ea y to see that 
/\"m - 2 xm => V }- 1 A;1 => E, contradicting the fact that P is a prime implicant. 
Thus we have shown that the only lite rals which can possibly appear in P are 
those which appear in some element of '!J(P) , but whose dual does not appear in 
any element of '!J(P). It remains to show if x is any literal of the type just 
described , then x appears in P. 
Assume x does not appear in P. Let G = V {A1, E ~(P) : x does not appear in 
A} and H = V {A1 E '!J(P ) : x appears in A;,}. Then as P ::C> G v H by (Sa), and 
'I' I 
neither x not its dual appears in P or in G, and x appears in every conjunct of H, 
on substituting false for x we have P:;> G, contradicting (Sb). 
Clearly, since '!J(P ) determines P, there can be no more than 2" elements in PJ. 
2. Prime implicants related to the number of variables 
Definition 2.1. For n ;:::.1 let g(n) be defined by 
g(n) = Max {PI (E) : E is a boolean function on n variables}. (6) 
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The function g is a measure of the complexity of boolean functions on n 
variables, when written m minimal d.n.f. Dunham and Fridshal [l] presented 
examples showing that 
g(n)~( ln/3J L(n + 1);3J L(n +2)/3J) 
and that g(8) ~ 576. Harrison [2 p. 117, Example 4], observed that g(n) ~ 3" - 2'' . 
Vikulin [7] derives the same upper bound we do, but his argument is significa ntly 
longer and more complicated. (The authors are indebted to N.J . Pippenger for 
directing our attention to [7]). 
Theorem 2.2 
( n )o< (n) o< ( 11 ) 21<2n + l )/ 3 l (7) ln/3J L(n +l)/3J L(n +2)/3J ..., g ..., L(n+l)/3J 
Comment. The lower bound is D(3"/n), the upper bound is 0(3"/-hz). 
Proof. The lower bound [1] is obtained by tak ing the disjunction of all conjuncts 
containing lHn + 1 )J + L1(n + 2)J variables, exactly L1(n + I )J of which are negated . If 
E is the resulting expression , we claim that the prime implicants of E are precisely 
the conjuncts described. To see this, observe that E is true for a truth assignment 
if and only if at leas t L1(n + l)J variables are ass igned fal se, and at least Wn + 2)J 
variables assigned true. Thus no prime implicant of E can have fs::wer than 
L1(n + l)J negated variables, or fewer than L1(n + 2)J unnegated ones. Certainly it 
can't have more than that of either. 
For the upper bound, let E be a boolean function, E ;;E; true, on n variables 
a" . .. , a11 , and let '6f be the set of all conjuncts on a" . . . , a., a" ... , a,., such that 
not both a; and a; appear in the same conjunct (for all i) . Also eq uivalent 
conjuncts are not repeated, e.g., only one of a 1 a2 , a2 a 1 will appear in '6f. The 
conjuncts are partially ordered in the standard way by implication i.e., A 1 ~ 
A 2 iff A 1:? A 2 , i.e., the literals of A 2 are a subset of the literals of A 1• 
Let [l} be the set of prime implicants of E. Then PJ is an antichain in '6f, i.e., 
(1} c '6f, and for no two distinct conjuncts A 1, A2 E PJ do we have A 1 ~ A 2 • Thus 
IPJI is bounded above by the size of the largest anti-chain in '6f. 
Kleitman et al. [3] have shown that in any partially ordered set there exists an 
anti-chain of largest size which is invariant under any automorphism of the 
partially ordered set. Let El be such an anti-chain for '6f. 
Let A = /\: ~ 1 x; and B = /\: ~ 1 y;, A B E '6f, both with t litera ls. Consider any 
map ~ :{a~o ... , a.,, ii 1, ••• , a.,}~ {a 1 , •• • , a,. , a" . .. , a,.} such that: (a) 9'(a;) is 
the dual of ~(a;). and (b) 9'(A) = B under the obvious ex tension . g; induces an 
automorphism on '6f carrying A to B. Since El is invariant under all automorph-
isms, B E El. Thus we see that if El contains one conjunction of t literals, it must 
also contain all other conjunctions of t literals. Since E2 is an anti-chain and since 
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for any conjunct A of s lite rals, s ¥- t, there is a conjunct B of t literals such that 
A ~ B orB~ A, 2L must consist exactly of the set of all conjuncts of t literals, for 
some t. 
There are (7)2' conjuncts of t literals on n variables, and this is maximized 
whe n t = l!(2n + l )j - this is seen from the fact (',')2' ~ (, ;' 1)2' +1 iff 3 t + I ~ 2 n . This 
completes the proof. 
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